ABSTRACT The rapid development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and e-commerce has brought a lot of convenience to people's lives. IoT applications generate a large number of services and user data. It is necessary to design a personalized recommendation technology suitable for the users of IoT services and improve the user experience. In this paper, a recommendation algorithm with trusted relevance combined with matrix factorization is proposed. By establishing an effective trust metric model, the user's social information is integrated into the recommendation algorithm. First, the social network concentric hierarchical model is used to consider the direct or indirect trust relationship, and more trust information is integrated for the matrix factorization recommendation algorithm. Then, we design the trust relevance, comprehensively considering the trust factors and interest similar factors. Our experiments were performed on the Dianping datasets. The recommendation algorithm using matrix factorization and trusted relevance degree has higher prediction accuracy than the basic matrix decomposition and social matrix factorization in terms of accuracy and stability.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the rapid development of the Internet, the Internet of Things (IoT), and electronic commerce, almost every aspect of people's lives have become more convenient, but it also brought the information overload problem [1] , which makes it hard for people to obtain their required information from the vast amounts of resources. Personalized recommendation technology provides users with services that may be interested in by analyzing information such as personal characteristics and historical behavior of users. The research on personalized recommendation has become a hot spot in the field of data mining and social network.
Collaborative filtering [2] - [4] is the most mature and widely personalized recommendation algorithm. Traditional collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms are based on user's attribute data, historical score data, and social label, etc., but most of them seldom consider user's social network information. How to make better use of user's social relationship information [5] is an indispensable part of improving the quality of recommendations.
In real life, people often tend to accept recommendations from people who are acquaintances or trustees. The evaluation of an item by a user often greatly affects the choice of his friend. Due to the trust between friends, the recommendation combining with trust is more accurate. Many researchers [6] - [8] have shown that the use of social trust can more accurately mine user's interests and improve the quality of recommendation algorithms. The recommendation algorithm combined with trust is also faced with some problems, such as trust data sparseness.
The main research work of this paper is as follows: we propose the concept of trust relevancy degree which considers both user's trust and interest and improves matrix factorization's learning ability by using trust relevancy. The results show that the algorithm based on matrix factorization combining trust relevancy outperforms the basic matrix factorization (BaseMF) and SocialMF in terms of recommendation accuracy and stability.
Traditional collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on user's attribute data, scoring, and labels, etc., especially the score data which directly reflects the target user's interest. But traditional collaborative filtering seldom considers user's social relation network information.
In real life, people often tend to accept recommendations from people who are acquaintances or trustees. The evaluation of an item by a user often greatly influences the choice of his friend. Due to the trust between friends, the recommendation combine trust is more accuracy. A number of studies [2] - [4] have shown that the use of social trust can more accurately mine user's interests and improve the quality of recommendation algorithms. The recommendation algorithm combine trust is also faced with some problems, such as trust data sparse.
In this paper, based on the user-item rating data and the user's social network, we designed the social trust degree model and propose the trust relevancy based matrix factorization algorithm, aimed at using social network users' multidimensional information to solve the data sparse problem.
II. RELATED WORK
With the development of e-commerce and the changing needs of users, how to meet individualized needs has become the focus of research on personalized recommendation algorithms. In recent years, there are various recommendation methods, such as content-based recommendation [8] , collaborative filtering [4] , hybrid recommendation [9] and so on. In order to design effective personalized recommendation algorithms, the explicit and implicit information of user was extensively used. Du et al. thought that rating and annotating resources provide a way to identify favorite and non-favorite tags of a user, and they proposed a new multilevel user profiling model by integrating tags and ratings to achieve personalized search [10] . Han et al. [11] collected user tags from folksonomies and mapped them onto an existing domain ontology to model the users' interest more effectively. Compared with explicit tags and rating data, Liu et al. [12] collected and used implicit feedback data, and they proposed a novel personalized recommendation algorithm called collaborative pairwise learning to rank (CPLR). Lee and Brusilovsky [13] studied the feasibility of using users' community information as a source of personalized recommendations for individual users.
As the Netflix Prize competition has confirmed [14] , the matrix factorization model is superior to traditional nearest neighbor techniques for recommendations. Matrix factorization [15] , [16] is a matrix factorized into two or more matrices and the result of these matrices' multiplication is equal to the original matrix. Many algorithms used it to find the implicit characteristics of two different entities. Jamali et al. studied a model-based approach for recommendation by employing matrix factorization techniques, in which the mechanism of trust propagation was introduced.
In order to improve the prediction accuracy problems, Ma et al. [16] proposed a factor analysis method based on probabilistic by using both users' social network information and ratings. Baltrunas et al. [17] extended Matrix Factorization through modeling the interaction of the contextual factors with item ratings and presented a novel context-aware recommendation algorithm. To deal with how to use description documents of both users and items in matrix factorization effectively, Wu et al. [18] proposed dual-regularized matrix factorization with deep neural networks (DRMF) and Tran et al. [19] designed a novel Regularized Multi-Embedding (RME).
Though there are many recommendation methods mentioned above, the credibility of the recommendation is worthy of further study. To improve the quality of the recommendation algorithms and give a personalized recommendation, the social trust degree model combined with matrix factorization will be studied in this paper.
III. RECOMMENDATION TECHNOLOGY BASED ON MATRIX FACTORIZATION A. MATRIX FACTORIZATION
One of the typical applications of matrix factorization is the collaborative filtering recommendation. We will give the detail description of the formula of matrix factorization. We can get the user-item rating matrix R by the users U history rating data to the items I, and assume the matrix implicit the K characteristics, so we can factorization R to two matrices P, Q as
where P ≈ R m×K and Q ≈ R n×K , K is the number of implicit characteristics of users and items, m is the number of users, n is the number of items. R is a m × n matrix. The i row of P represent the relevancy degree of user i with k features, the j row of Q represent the relevancy degree of item j with k features. After we get the two implicit feature matrix, user i's predict rating on the item j is equal to the vector P ik × Q kj . We setR u,i is the predict rating of user u on the object item i, and R u,i is the real rating. The relationship between R u,i and R u,i is
where P u and Q T i represent user's implicit feature vector and item's implicit feature's transpose vector respectively. P u Q T i is the user-item predict rating. Then, using the existing rating data in the training set, the P, Q feature matrix can be learned by minimizing RMSE. Generally the loss function is defined as
Basic matrix factorization algorithm directly optimizes the loss function, but it may lead to overfitting phenomenon.
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So usually adding a regularizer in the loss function to avoiding overfitting. This method is sometimes called normalized matrix factorization. After adding the regularizer, the loss function is redefined as
where ||P|| 2 and ||Q|| 2 are the sum of all the elements' squares.
After getting the loss function, we can use the Gradient Descent method [5] to solve loss function. The gradient descent method is an algorithm for the optimization solution, detailed steps will be described in the next section. Before using the gradient descent method, we need to calculate the partial derivatives for the parameters p uk and q ki respectively, such that
Then, the loss function of each parameter drops the fastest along the forward direction, iterative update formula can be obtained as
where α is a constant representing the learning rate, and the value of α needs to be obtained through repeated experiments. Learning rate α affect the convergence speed of the matrix factorization model and the training time. In a fluctuate range, the bigger value of α, the faster convergence rate of the model, the shorter training time required. Usually, α will be given a relatively small number, such as 0.001.
Finally, by setting the specific number of iterations or set up a tiny positive threshold as the stop condition to end iteration update. After getting the final matrix P and the matrix Q, PQ T can get a new rating matrix that all elements are filled, the new rating is the predict rating of object use's on the object item.
We proceed to illustrate the matrix factorization with an example. The following is a matrix R factorized into two implicit feature matrix P and Q: Matrix factorization model using the global score data from the global perspective to learning model parameters, and collaborative filtering based on memory uses local information of score data, so based on matrix factorization algorithm can achieve better performance in general.
B. GRADIENT DESCENT ALGORITHM
The main method of matrix factorization model is Alternative Least Squares [5] and Gradient Descent. The advantages of Gradient Descent is simple to implementation and fast convergence. This paper we use it to training the loss function in the matrix factorization model. Gradient Descent is the basic optimization algorithm, also called the steepest descent method. It is based on the observation that if the function is defined and differentiable in the point a, the function will decreases fastest if one goes from the direction of the negative gradient of the function at a. So if we want to minimize the object function, we can set the forward direction of each iteration to the direction of the negative gradient of the current point, each iteration can be made to gradually decrease the value of the objective function and continuously approximate the local minimum point of the function.
Assume that there is an object function f (x) and the function has a local minimum value. The step of getting the local minimum by gradient descent is as follows: a) Set two small positive number α and ε, α is the iteration step, ε is the stop condition. b) Calculating the current point's gradient ∇f (x). c) Using the iteration formula x n+1 = x n − α∇f (x n ) to update the variable x. d) If the objective function values change less than the ε, iteration stop, else go to the step 2. Generally f (x) can converge to the local minimum. α is the factor effect f (x) convergence rate. If α is too small, the coverage speed will be slow; If α is too larger, the search will gradually spread around the minimum points, not converge to the minimum point.
We described the detail step of the single function's minimize by gradient descent, it is also can be applied to the multivariate function. To the multivariate function, we need to calculate every variable's partial derivative and update every variable by the formula. For example, f (x, y), it's partial derivative is ∂F ∂x and ∂F ∂y .The update rule is as follows:
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C. RECOMMENDATION TECHNOLOGY BASED ON MATRIX FACTORIZATION
The algorithm based on matrix factorization is essentially a model-based collaborative filtering, as the algorithm is using the global rating data, which usually can obtain higher precision. However, there are also some problems such as rating data sparseness or recommendation for a cold start user. The development of the social network makes social information easy to collect and model, providing an additional source for recommender systems. Researchers proposed some improved algorithm by importing the social network information to the matrix factorization model, such as Social Recommendation [20] , Social Trust Ensemble [21] , Recommender Systems with Social Regularization [22] , SocialMF [15] . SocialMF generally obtains the highest accuracy, so we will use SocialMF as a baseline comparison algorithm in this paper. SocialMF is a classic trust recommendation algorithm, by using the trusted friends' interests to extract a high-quality user implicit characteristic vector. In the SocialMF model, we can get the user-item rating matrix R m×n by users' history rating data on items, m is the number of users and n is the number of items; R ij is the rating of user i on item j; Assuming the matrix implies the K characteristics, so we can factorization R to two matrices P, Q as
where P ≈ R m×K and Q ≈ R n×K . The i-th row of P represents the relevancy degree of user i with k features, the j row of Q represent the relevancy degree of item j with k features. In the model of matrix factorization the predicted rating of user u on item i isR u,i and R u,i is the real rating. The relationship betweenR u,i and R u,i is
S is the users' relationship matrix, S u,v is the relationship degree between user u and user v, S u,v ∈ [0, 1]. If u has no relation with v, S u,v = 0. We need to normalize the sum of each row into [0, 1], the matrix after normalizing is S * .
Different from the basic matrix factorization, SocialMF adds a limit in the loss function. The basic idea is a user's implicit feature vector should be similar to the implicit feature vector of his direct trust friend. The loss function is defined as
where I R ij is an indicator function. If P i commented on item Q j , set the value of I R ij value to 1, otherwise the value is 0; The function g (x) is the logistic function, g (x) = 1 1+exp(−x) ; S * it is the trust degree of user i to t; ||P|| 2 F and ||Q|| 2 F are the sum of all the elements' square. In the loss function, the balance of history rating and social trust is done by variable β. If β = 0, the algorithm will ignore social trust information. The increasing value of β makes the weight of the social trust information in the algorithm also increase.
IV. TRUST RELEVANCY BASED RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
SocialMF model add the social trust factor into matrix factorization, it can perform better prediction accuracy than the traditional collaborative filtering, but also there are some problems: (1) user's trust data sparse, because SocialMF using only the user's direct trust. For example, most users only have a small number of friends, the algorithm will perform low accuracy; (2) due to the interests between the user and his trusted friends may not similar, so the trust information may not directly improve the algorithm accuracy. This section describes the modeling and processing of user social network, the definition of trusted relevancy and improved the matrix factorization algorithm with trusted relevancy (ReTrustMF). Compared with SocialMF, ReTrustMF does not use the trust factor directly but use interest similarity to differentiate the reference weights of trusted friends when considering trusted users. Our approach matches the reality better. In addition, our concentric tree model of the social network can provide more effective information for an algorithm by using indirect trust relations among users, when the trust network is very sparse.
A. TRUST DEGREE
The calculation method of trust degree mainly divided into two categories, the structure dimension, and behavior dimension. We adopt the method based on the structure dimension due to the characteristics of the dataset and the application scenario of recommendation algorithm. In addition, in order to reduce the amount of calculation and keep the most valuable trusted users, we refer to the theory of ''six degrees of separation'' [4] in sociology. We propose users trust degree calculation method based on the theories of ''six degrees of separation'' in the online social network with minimum the number of interaction messages between users on the dimension of behavior. The social network can be abstracted to graph G (N, E), where N denotes the set of the nodes, E denotes the set of directed edges. The following uses the social network of user A as an example to introduce the concentric hierarchical model and the measurement method of trust degree in this section.
We rearrange all users followed (directly and indirectly) by user A to be a concentric tree rooted on A (Fig. 1) . According to the theory of ''six degrees of separation'', only six layers are considered with the number 1 to 6 from the root node to leaf node, the users followed directly by A lie in the first layer child node. If child node G is at layer n (1 < n < 6) and is connected to child node B at layer n-1, then B is followed by G as shown in Fig.2 . For node x in the concentric tree model of A, if there is more than one path between A and X, we have to calculate the shortest one. So the model needs to be handled as follow:
We assume nodes m, n lie in layers i, j respectively, e) Deleting all the edges among the child nodes in the same layer, formally delete all edges between m and n if i = j. f) Deleting the directed edges from the node in the deeper layer to the node in shallow layer except bidirectional edges. Formally, delete the edge from n to m, if i < j and there is no edge from m to n. Based on the concentric tree model, for users beyond the 6th layer, we set the degree of trust between them and the target user to zero. Assuming that V is within 6th layer of the concentric tree model of the root node U 1 , we can use the following formula to calculate the trust degree [23] from user U 1 to the user V:
where Trust (U 1 , V ) is the trust degree from U 1 to V. U 1 ↔ V means U 1 and V follow each other. n is the layer of the child node where user V lies.
In this section, we describe the modeling and processing of social network, and the trusted relevancy is defined to improve the matrix factorization algorithm with trusted relevancy (ReTrustMF). Compared with SocialMF, ReTrustMF does not use the trust factor directly but use interest similarity to differentiate the reference weights of trusted friends when considering trusted users. Our approach matches the reality better. Trust degree.
B. USER SIMILARITY
Following the idea of collaborative filtering, users with similar behaviors usually have similar interest preferences. The similarity between users is used to measure the degree of similarity of user interest preferences, which can be reflected by different users' rating data for common projects. The user similarity is calculated by the rating data to the same item.
We used Pearson correlations coefficient to calculate user similarity, such that
where Sim (u, v) is the similarity degree between user u and v. I u and I v are the set of rating items by user u and v, respectively. I u ∩I v is the set of common rating items for user u and v. R u andR v are the average rating of user u and v's on item respectively.
C. TRUST RELEVANCY DEGREE
Definition 1: trust relevancy degree between u and v is defined as the product of user similarity and trust degree as follows:
where Trust (u, v) and Sim (u, v) are calculated by formulas 12 and 13 respectively. We need to compute the trust relevancy degree for each user because T u,v is not equal T v,u . Trust relevancy degree consists of trust degree and similarity between users. The higher value of T u,v , the more possible u has similar interest with u. Note that the user similarity degree is calculated based on the ratings of users-items, while trust degree is calculated based on the social network.
D. TRUST MATRIX
In this section, we introduce the detail steps to calculate the trust matrix. 
E. RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM COMBINED WITH TRUST RELEVANCY
In this section we introduce a kind of recommendation algorithm fusing trust relevancy degree (ReTrustMF), the basic idea of the algorithm is that a user will be influenced by the interest similar friends in trust network and user's implicit feature is similar with the weighted average of implicit feature vectors of those friends. In this paper, this kind of similarity factor is added to the training process as a training factor of the matrix factorization to improve the learning ability of matrix factorization.
According to the basic idea of the algorithm, the implicit feature of user u is similar to the weighted average of an implicit feature of all users in the TKNN u . The formula is as follows:
So the object function of the algorithm is
where UI = u, i | R u,i > 0 . RT * is the normalized matrix. P u and P v are the implicit feature vectors of user and item ||P|| 2 F and ||Q|| 2 F are the sum of all the elements' square. Unlike SocialMF, the trust matrix in the objective function of our ReTrustMF is calculated by the trust relevancy degree of each user with its direct, indirect friends, and the degree is a combination of trust degree and interest similarity degree. This will ensure that the trust friends with the similar interest of the object user in the top-k collection.
F. TRAINING MODEL
In this section, we build the update formula by gradient descent. First, we calculate the parameters p uk and q ki 's partial derivative respectively as Then, the update rule is as follows:
where α is the learning rate.
V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In this paper, we use the dataset crawled from 'www.dianpin. com.' Registered users on this site can rate shops, hotels or other services. The rating range is from 1 to 5. We collected rating data for hotels in Shanghai and rating users' relationship data, the dataset contains 45,109 users rating on 3,383 hotels, and 134,560 users' relationships information. After pre-processing, people who score less than six times will be filtered out. The final dataset consists 36,106 ratings from 4,689 users on 2,608 hotels and 17,382 users' relationships.
As shown in Fig.3 , ratings' distribution is very unbalanced. The frequency of rating values 4 is maximum and the frequency of rating values 1 is minimum, it reflects that the hotels in Shanghai are usually given a high rating.
Moreover, we analyzed the users' distribution based on the number of items rated by users. It basically conforms to the power law distribution as shown in Fig.4 .
A. EVALUATION CRITERION OF EXPERIMENT
The performance of different recommendation algorithms during rating prediction varies widely. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is the most widely used indicators of evaluating the performance of the recommendation algorithm. This paper uses MAE to evaluate the accuracy of the algorithm. The smaller value of MAE, more accuracy of the algorithm is. The formula for calculating MAE is as follows:
where r u,i andr u,i denote user u to item i real rating and predict rating respectively. n is the number of the rating items of the dataset.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS
In this paper, we use the 10 cross-validation method. First divide the dataset into 10 pieces randomly and evenly. Then take each one as a test set to predict and calculate MAE. Finally, take the average of each test result as the final result.
Basic MF Model Experiment Analysis:
We make the experimental of basic Matrix Factorization (BaseMF) on the dataset, by changing the parameters to compare and analyze how the different factors effect on the BaseMF. The number of implicit feature k, learning rate α, regularization γ are the parameters in the model. Experiments found that implicit feature k is the largest factor effect on the performance of the recommendation algorithm, the bigger value of k, the stronger of model's fitting ability, but also more prone to overfitting.
First, we study the effect of learning rate α on the BaseMF. We set, k = 10 and γ = 0 which fixed the implicit features k and regularization γ , validation the effect of changing learning rate α on the model, the experiment results as shown in Fig.5 Fig .5 shows three MAE curves when the learning rate α is setted to be 0.0002, 0.001, 0.002.As we can see from the figure, the less time is needed for MAE to get the optimal value with the bigger number of α. Therefore, the convergence rate and training time of BaseMF are influenced by α.
Secondly, we find that the number of implicit features k has the biggest influence on the on the performance of BasicMF. Different values of k denote the different fitting ability of the model. Therefore, we set α = 0.002 and γ = 0 to study the influence of the number of implicit features k on the model without considering the regular terms. The result of experiments is shown in Fig.6 . Fig.6 shows the variation of MAE when the number of implicit features is 4, 6, 8 and 10. From the shapes of curves, we can find that the model is overfitting. The larger the value of the number of implicit features k is, the more serious of overfitting. So adding a regularization term is needed to suppress the overfitting.
Finally, we add the regular term to the loss function and verify it experimentally. We set the number of implicit features k = 10, the learning rate α = 0.002, and assign different values to γ to compare results.
As shown in Fig.7 , if we set K = 10 with no regularization term or regularization coefficient is small, the model will be easy to overfitting. When the value of γ is 0, 0.002, or 0.02, the MAE curves show a significant increase after 40 iterations, and the smaller value of γ is, the more obvious the trend of the curve rises. There is no obvious upward trend when a bigger regularization term γ = 0.2 is added into the model. Therefore, it is necessary to choose an appropriate regularization coefficient for the matrix factorization.
ReTrustMF VS BasicMF: We carry out the experiments of improved matrix factorization which fusion the credible correlation (ReTrustMF). It was found that we can obtain the smallest prediction error when d = 2. Fig.8 shows the value of MAE for different K values at d = 2. This paper makes the experiments compare the prediction accuracy of BaseMF, SocialMF, and ReTrustMF. Fig.9 shows a comparison of the three algorithms. The setting of the parameter is: α = 0.002, γ = 0.2, β = 5, K = 5. In addition, set K = 10 in the ReTrustMF.
As can be seen from the experimental results, ReTrustMF performs higher precision than basic matrix factorization and SocialMF.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we improve the basic model of the matrix factorization and propose the trust relevancy based recommendation. Fusion social trust matrix factorization algorithm has higher accuracy than the basic matrix factorization of recommendation, but also faced with the trust data sparseness problem. Social networking concentric hierarchical model is proposed in this paper, by considering the indirect trust to provide more trust information for the algorithm. SocialMF algorithm directly uses trust and it leads to lower prediction accuracy. We proposed the concept of trust relevancy. Furthermore, the recommendation algorithm based on user trust relevancy is proposed (ReTrustMF). There are some advantages of this algorithm. Firstly, considering both of interest similarity and trust degree, and the results show that this can improve the learning ability of the model. Then, by considering the indirect trust relationship, we alleviate the impact of the trust data sparse effect on the algorithm. The recommendation algorithm combines with trust relevancy is more accuracy than the basic matrix factorization and SocialMF. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has higher accuracy and stability than traditional collaborative filtering recommendation.
In the future work, we will consider using some novel link-based similarity measures, such as SimRank [24] , and Random Walk with Restart [25] to gain more meaningful semantics in similarity measure. Also, we will involve parallel computing ideas to optimize and accelerate the stochastic gradient descent method to solve the process that could improve the calculation efficiency, realize the online recommendation.
